Optimized Stock Management
for your Tanks
Whatever your position in the heating energy value chain, optimal stock management is no longer a
question of competitive advantage, it is now a strategic necessity. With over 15 years of experience
and more than 40 000 sensors installed in over 20 European countries, StockView™ by SilentSoft is
THE out-of-the-box solution that will make your dumb tanks smarter.

Energy Distributors

Property Managers

Optimize your distribution by increasing
the profitability of your logistics and
simplifying your customer deliveries.

Optimize your procurement by
consolidating tank level readings and
grouping your purchases when your
customers start to run low.

Industries

End Customers

Optimize your production by avoiding
lubricant and diesel shortages for your
production tools and improve the
management of waste oil recycling.

Stay warm thanks to our personalized
alarms which will warn you when you
need to replenish your home’s heating
oil tank.

How does it work?
Our technicians Network
We maintain a network of certified
technicians with over 15 years of experience
who adapt the SilentSoft solution to the
configuration of your heating oil, diesel,
lubricant and LPG tanks. They optimize the
installation and maintenance of SilentSoft's
telemetry equipment.

Measurements & Communications
We deploy the latest generation of sensors to
measure product levels several times per day. The
Energy Logger™, SilentSoft's telemetry
concentrator equipped with a SIM card and a
mobile subscription, transmits these readings to
our secure servers on a regular basis.

SilentSoft offers a turnkey
solution: simply give us the
locations of your tanks and
we'll take care of everything!

Data Processing
After each installation, we compare the precision
of our sensors with a manual measurement and
perform any necessary calibration. This guarantees
readings with Swiss precision! Our servers manage
hundreds of thousands of measurements per day
and automatically calculate the amount of
product remaining in your tanks.

MySilentSoft®
Our Customer Service
Our customer service team are project
managers who oversee your installation
campaigns, monitor your telemetry park,
follow maintenance interventions and
answer any questions you may have.

For more information and advice on our solutions, contact us or visit
our website, we are at your service!

Our new online portal MySilentSoft® allows you
to analyze your tank levels, consumption history
and equipment battery levels. Its map gives you
a geographic representation of your stock and
only a few clicks are needed to configure your
alarms (volume thresholds, fillings, interventions,
etc.).

